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ABSTRACT

In practical applications, propellers often operate beneath incident waves. To investigate the effects of waves on turbulent propeller wakes, a
comparative study of the instantaneous flow fields and turbulent statistics of propeller wakes under open-water condition and with incident
waves is conducted through the large-eddy simulation framework. The simulations are performed on a Cartesian grid, with the air–water
interface captured using a coupled level-set and volume-of-fluid method. The complex geometry of the propeller is captured using an
immersed boundary method. The results show that, near the water surface, the existence of incident waves accelerates the wake flow in the
axial direction. Both the mean axial velocity and turbulent kinetic energy exhibit phase-lag behavior in the presence of incident waves.
Waves increase the instability of the flow in the far-wake region, resulting in the rising of turbulent kinetic energy. Further analysis of the
power spectral density shows that the velocity fluctuations gain energy from the waves at low frequencies, and nonlinear interactions between
wave-induced motion and turbulent fluctuations transport energy from low to high frequencies as the wake flows downstream. The present
study shows the potential of the large-eddy simulation framework to provide engineering guidance and a theoretical basis for the design and
operation of propellers in wave environments.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0152232

I. INTRODUCTION

Propellers play a crucial role in both ocean and aviation engineer-
ing. As a type of rotating machinery that provides propulsion for
watercraft and aircraft, propellers are expected to remain a primary
form of propulsion for the foreseeable future.1,2 In recent years, there
has been a significant increase in demand for improved propeller per-
formance, which has led to intensive research on the complex flow
phenomena associated with propellers.3,4 These phenomena involve a
range of issues, including hydrodynamics, aerodynamics, and noise
acoustics. As a result, an increasing number of researchers have
become interested in this area of study.5,6

In experimental studies for marine propellers, laser doppler
velocimetry and particle image velocimetry have been used to measure
the flow field around propellers.7–9 Felli and coworkers10–12 conducted
a series of experimental studies on the wake properties of propellers.

They performed analyses of the velocity and pressure fields with phase
measurements to investigate the wake development properties of a
marine propeller and revealed the effect of the blade number on wake
development by analyzing the correlation between the blade-to-blade
velocity interaction and pressure distribution. The development mech-
anisms of the tip and hub vortices in both the transitional region and
far field of the propeller were also reported.

With recent increases in computing power, computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) has been used to study the flow around
propellers.13–15 Numerical simulations can resolve the entire flow field
around the propeller with high precision.16 Reynolds-averaged
Navier–Stokes simulation (RANS) is commonly used to investigate
the efficiency, loads, wake, and cavitation of propellers. Owing to the
highly unsteady nature of the propeller wake, unsteady-state RANS is
the primary approach for studying these characteristics.17 For
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example, Baek et al.18 applied the shear-stress transport (SST) k–x
model to study the influence of the velocity coefficient on the evolution
of propeller wakes. Heydari and Sadat-Hosseini19 studied the wake
field and vortex structures of a propeller using the same model and
observed a strong correlation between the advance coefficient and the
formation, trajectory, and stability of wake vortex structures. Ji et al.20

and Long et al.21 investigated the propeller cavitation flow by applying
the SST k–xmodel.

Compared with the RANS approach, the large-eddy simulation
(LES) framework achieves higher fidelity in resolving the unsteady
wake flow field.22,23 LES was utilized by Hu et al.24 to study the tip vor-
tex of a contra-rotating propeller. Their simulations showed the feasi-
bility of using LES to investigate unsteady flows. Kumar and Mahesh25

discovered the wake instabilities of a propeller induced by the interac-
tion between the tip vortex and the adjacent blade wake by conducting
LES, and another instability mechanism induced by the interaction
among adjacent helical vortex sheets in the transition region was pro-
posed by Ahmed et al.26 through the analyses of LES data. Wang
et al.27 investigated the joint effects of a leap-frogging mechanism and
the interaction between the root and hub vortices that induce instabil-
ities in the wake flow of another type of propeller, namely the con-
tracted and load tip propeller. RANS/LES hybrid methods are also
effective in studying the flow past propellers. Sun et al.28 investigated
the scale effects on the propeller wake dynamics using the detached-
eddy simulation (DES), and Zhang and Jaiman29 adopted a delayed
detached-eddy simulation model (DDES) to study the wake dynamics
of a ducted propeller. Wang et al.30 studied the wake instability of pro-
peller under heavy load by comparatively using improved delayed
detached-eddy simulation (IDDES) and LES, respectively, and pointed
out that LES can solve more turbulence details.

In practical applications, the operating environment of propellers
is complex. As propulsion equipment, propellers often operate close to
the water surface.31 Under this condition, the influence of the water
surface on the propeller cannot be ignored. Di Mascio et al.32 com-
pared the vortex structures in the wake of a propeller under open-
water and near-surface conditions. They discovered two coexisting
effects of the water surface on the vortex structures. The first was a sta-
bilizing effect related to the relatively high velocity in the slip-stream
region, and the second was a destabilizing effect associated with the
loss of axial symmetry. Wang et al.33 showed that strong fluctuations
of the water surface caused wake instability, leading to the merging
and breakdown of tip vortices in the near field, particularly at low
advance coefficients. Paik34 investigated the propeller performance
below the water surface and demonstrated that operating near the
water surface reduced the propeller efficiency. Paik34 and Guo et al.35

concluded that the effect of the water surface on the thrust and torque
was highly dependent on the advance coefficient, submergence depth,
and the size of the model propeller. Li et al.36 found that the highest
blade force loss occurred when near the apex position because of the
broken symmetry caused by the water surface and that the amplitude
of higher harmonics in the blade forces increased as a result.

Several scholars have studied the performance of propellers
under the operation condition with incident waves. Zhao et al.37 ana-
lyzed the unsteady hydrodynamic performance of propellers in the
case of incident waves. They found that the thrust and torque of the
propellers showed strong unsteady behavior when operating beneath
waves. Zhang et al.38 investigated the effect of the water surface on the

dynamic loads of a propeller in regular head waves, considering the
coupling effect of an oblique flow and a free surface. They demon-
strated that, under the condition of full submergence, the azimuth cor-
responding to the maximum thrust and torque shifts due to the
inhomogeneity of the inflow. Eom et al.39 compared the propeller per-
formance at various immersion depths in calm water and beneath
waves. They concluded that the propeller performance with respect to
the wave elevation displayed a similar trend to that with respect to the
immersion depth in calm water.

To the best of our knowledge, among the many studies investi-
gating the effects of incident waves on propellers, the vast majority
have focused on the performance or loads of the propeller. There have
been few investigations on the turbulence properties of the propeller
wake under the influence of incident waves. In fact, for propellers
operated beneath incident waves, their wake can interact nonlinearly
with the waves, exhibiting strong unsteady characteristics. Studying
the effect of incident waves on the turbulent wake flow is of engineer-
ing significance. In this study, a sharp interface immersed boundary
(IB) method is applied to capture the complex and moving boundary
geometry of a marine propeller. The influence of incident waves on
the propeller wake characteristics, including the turbulent kinetic
energy (TKE) and power spectral density (PSD), is analyzed.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the
numerical methodology is introduced. Section III presents the setup
for the numerical simulations. In Sec. IV, the simulation results are
validated and analyzed. Finally, the conclusions to this study are pre-
sented in Sec. V.

II. NUMERICAL METHODOLOGY
A. Governing equation and numerical method

A high-fidelity in-house solver known as the computational air–
sea tank (CAS-tank)40 was used to conduct the numerical simulations.
The filtered continuity and momentum equation of incompressible
flow are expressed as

@~ui

@xi
¼ 0; (1)

@~ui

@t
þ @ð~ui~ujÞ

@xi
¼ � 1

q
@~p
@xi

þ l
q

@2~ui

@xj@xj
� gdi2 � @sij

@xj
þ fi; (2)

where t is the time, xi for i¼ 1, 2, and 3 (or x, y, and z) denotes the
coordinates in the streamwise, vertical, and lateral directions, respec-
tively, ui defines the velocity component in the corresponding
direction, the tilde ~ð�Þ denotes the implicit filtering operator at the
grid-level size, q is the fluid density, p is the pressure, l is the dynamic
viscosity, g is the gravity, and dij represents the Kronecker delta tensor.
The subgrid-scale (SGS) stress tensor sij is calculated using the
dynamic Smagorinsky–Lily model41 as

sij � 1
3
skkdij ¼ �2�t~Sij: (3)

The eddy viscosity �t is calculated as

�t ¼ CD2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2~Sij~Sij

q
; (4)

where C is the model coefficient, determined dynamically by the
Germano identity,42 D is the filtering scale, and Sij is the strain-rate
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tensor. Note that a negative model coefficient (C< 0) can cause
numerical instability. Following the convention, if a negative coeffi-
cient is obtained, it is clipped to zero. The last term fi in Eq. (2) repre-
sents the external forcing corresponding to the IB method, which is
described in detail in Sec. IIB.

B. Level-set based sharp-interface IB method

In the present study, we adopt a sharp-interface IB method to
capture the complex geometry of the propeller. The feasibility of using
the IB method for numerical simulations of turbulent flow around a
propeller has been verified in many previous studies.43–46 A level-set
(LS) function w is used to define the IB, defined as

wðd; tÞ ¼
jdj in fluid domain;
0 on interface;
�jdj in solid domain;

8<
: (5)

where d is the distance from each grid node to the solid–fluid interface,
namely the IB. From Eq. (5), it is understood that the value of w is pos-
itive and negative in the fluid domain and solid domain, respectively.
The LS function field is obtained using a ray-tracing algorithm.47,48

The applied IB method is established on a staggered Cartesian
grid. For low-Reynolds-number problems, the viscous sublayer near
the solid boundary can be fully resolved by the grid. As such, the veloc-
ities at IB nodes can be determined by linear interpolation. In practical
applications, the high-Reynolds-number effect means that the viscosity
sublayer is often unresolvable. Therefore, a model needs to be applied
to correct the momentum flux at the IB nodes. For this purpose, the
velocity and eddy viscosity at IB nodes is reconstructed by solving the
thin boundary layer equation,49 which is expressed as

@

@y
� þ �tð Þ @u

@y

� �
¼ 0; (6)

�t
�
¼ jyþ 1� e�yþ=Aþð Þ2us; yþ ¼ yus=�; (7)

where u represents the velocity in the tangential direction of the wall, y
is the wall-normal coordinate, j is the von K�arm�an constant, us is the
friction velocity, Aþ is the damping coefficient, and yþ is the wall-
normal coordinate in wall units.

C. Interface-capturing method

The coupled level-set and volume-of-fluid (CLSVOF) method50

is applied to capture the air–water interface. The LS and VOF func-
tions are evolved by solving the following convection equations:

@/
@t

þ @ð/uiÞ
@xi

¼ 0; (8)

@F
@t

þ @ðFuiÞ
@xi

¼ 0; (9)

where / and F represent the LS and VOF functions. Note that the LS
function / is used to capture the air–water interface and is different
from the LS function w defined in Eq. (5) for capturing the solid body
surface. To calculate the flux of the VOF function accurately, a piece-
wise linear calculation algorithm is used to reconstruct the interface.
The LS function is used to determine the normal direction of the inter-
face, while the distance between the interface and the cell center is

determined by the VOF function. After evolving the LS and VOF
functions, the interface is reconstructed, and the LS function is reini-
tialized according to the reconstructed interface. Based on the LS func-
tion, the density and viscosity are determined as

q ¼ qa 1�Hð/Þð Þ þ qwHð/Þ; (10)

l ¼ la 1�Hð/Þð Þ þ lwHð/Þ; (11)

H /ð Þ ¼ 0; / � 0;
1; / > 0;

�
(12)

where the subscripts “a” and “w” represent “air” and “water,”
respectively.

III. SIMULATION SETUP
A. Propeller model

The propeller model employed in this study, the DTMB P4119
(Ref. 51), is commonly used for validating numerical methods.
Numerous experiments and simulation have been conducted using
this model, providing ample data for comparison. The propeller con-
tains a hub without a stationary shaft and three blades with no trim
and a zero lateral oblique angle. The geometric model is illustrated in
Fig. 1, and the specific parameters are listed in Table I.

B. Computational domain

Figure 2 shows the computational domain, which is a box with
L1 � L2 � L3 ¼ 8D� 3:5D� 3:5D. In the streamwise direction, a
periodic boundary condition is prescribed. Velocity relaxation zones
are applied on two sides of the computational domain in the x-
direction. The relaxation zone has a width of D and 2D near the
upstream and downstream boundaries, respectively. As such, the
inflow and outflow are stable. In particular, the velocity in the

FIG. 1. Propeller model: (a) front view and (b) side view.

TABLE I. Main geometric parameters of the propeller model.

Parameter Notation Value

Diameter D (m) 0.305
Blade number Z 3
Hub diameter ratio DHub =D 0.2
Disk ratio AE =Ao 0.6
Trim angle e (deg) 0
Lateral oblique angle hS (deg) 0
Leaf profile shape � � � NACA66-mod
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relaxation zone is set to zero on the air side, while the target velocity
on the water side is determined by the analytical solution of a third-
order Stokes wave. At other boundaries, a free-slip condition is
applied. The propeller is placed 1:75D downstream of the inlet, cen-
tered in the lateral direction.

More than 100 � 106 grid points are used to discretize the com-
putational domain. The number of grid points is N1 � N2 � N3

¼ 920� 336� 336. The grids are displayed in Fig. 3. To facilitate a
clear illustration, only one of every four grid nodes is displayed. To
ensure the resolution near the propeller blades, the grid nodes in this
region are locally refined and gradually stretched to the far field. The
grid resolution around the propeller is 0:006D. For the case with inci-
dent waves, the refined region is extended in the vertical direction, and
the number of grid points is correspondingly increased to ensure that
the resolution-refined region covers the water surface, allowing the
deformation of the air–water interface to be captured. The time step is
set to 5:555� 10�5 s, corresponding to propeller rotation by 0:2�.

C. Operating conditions

In the present study, three different operating conditions are
investigated and compared. The first is a single-phase flow without
water surface, which is also known as an open-water condition. The
second case is a two-phase flow with incident waves. We also intro-
duce the third condition with a flat inflow surface into the spectral

analysis. For all cases, the propeller is operated under the designed
condition. The advance ratio is J ¼ U=ðnDÞ ¼ 0:833, where U
¼ 2:541m=s is the free-stream inflow velocity and n ¼ 600 rpm is the
rotation speed of the propeller. The Reynolds number is defined using
the inflow velocity U, propeller diameter D, and kinematic viscosity of
water �w,

Re ¼ UD
�w

; (13)

giving a value of approximately 770 000. For the two cases with free
surface, the Froude number is defined as

Fr ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
U2

gD

s
: (14)

The wavelength and steepness of the incident waves are specified as
k ¼ D and ka¼ 0.15, respectively. Note that the ratio of the wave-
length to the propeller size is a significant parameter that affects the
interaction between the wave-induced motion and turbulent wake of
the propeller. For the purpose of our investigation, we have chosen a
special condition with k ¼ D, since this condition is likely to result in
a strong nonlinear interaction when the two characteristic length
scales are close to each other. The submerging depth of the propeller is
set to 0:75D. As such, the whole blade remains submerged in water,
and there is no extreme situation of ventilation.

D. Validation

To determine the grid resolution, we have conducted a
resolution-convergence test. The details of different grid sets are sum-
marized in Table II. The test is conducted under the open-water con-
dition without water surface. Table III compares the simulation results

FIG. 2. Computational domain.

FIG. 3. Grid diagram.

TABLE II. Different grid configuration schemes.

Serial number Grid scheme
Number of

grid nodes Ng

Minimum
grid resolution Dr

Grid I 790� 288� 288 65.5 � 106 0:0070D
Grid II 850� 312� 312 82.7 � 106 0:0065D
Grid III 920� 336� 336 103.9 � 106 0:0060D
Grid IV 990� 360� 360 128.3 � 106 0:0055D
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of two fundamental indices of propeller performance, namely the
thrust coefficientKT and torque coefficientKQ, using different grid res-
olutions. Here, KT and KQ are defined as

KT ¼ T
q � n2 � D4

; KQ ¼ Q
q � n2 � D5

; (15)

where T and Q denote the thrust and torque, respectively. The experi-
mental results52 are also listed for comparison. It is seen that as the
number of grid points increases from Grid I to Grid III, the relative
error of LES with respect to the experimental data decreases. However,
as the grid resolution is further refined from 0:0060D to 0:0055D, the
changes in the thrust and torque coefficients become less significant.
In consideration of the balance between numerical accuracy and com-
putational costs, Grid III is ultimately chosen for running other cases
with different operation conditions.

The axial–radial–circumferential (x–r–h) coordinates used for
data analysis in this paper are illustrated schematically in Fig. 4, where
the origin is located at the center of the propeller blade. Figure 5 com-
pares the circumferential-averaged axial velocity along the radial direc-
tion at two cross-stream sections obtained from the present
simulations with previous experimental results.52 It is seen that the
agreement of the LES results with the experimental data is generally
reasonable. At both cross-stream sections, the variation trend of the
axial velocity along the radial direction is consistent with the experi-
mental values. The maximum relative error appears at the tip r=R
¼ 1:0 at both cross-stream sections, which is 9.08% and 7.63% at
x=R ¼ 0:328 and x=R ¼ 0:951, respectively. The errors at other radial
locations are mostly less than 3%.

To further validate the numerical method, we now examine the
phase-averaged velocity. A total of 12 rotation periods, that is, 36
phases, are used for averaging. Figures 6 and 7 show the contours of
the phase-averaged axial velocity on the central longitudinal plane and

various axial sections,16 respectively. Due to the propeller rotation, the
upstream and downstream fluids are accelerated, forming high-speed
zones that are distributed periodically in different phases. The velocity
of the wake flow is higher than that of the free stream, except in the
downstream regions close to the blade tip, blade root, and hub. These
downstream low-speed regions are caused by tip, root, and hub vorti-
ces in the wake, respectively. In Fig. 6, a slip-stream contraction phe-
nomenon appears in the near-wake region. After passing through the
propeller disk, the high-speed zone first experiences a contraction
toward the center as the flow moves downstream. From 2D

TABLE III. Comparison of unsteady load coefficients among experiment and different grid schemes.

Experiment Grid I Grid II Grid III Grid IV

KT (relative error/%) 0.146(-) 0.1611 (þ10.34) 0.1548 (þ6.03) 0.1530 (þ4.79) 0.1521 (þ4.18)
KQ (relative error/%) 0.028(-) 0.0317 (þ13.21) 0.0299 (þ6.79) 0.0292 (þ4.29) 0.0291 (þ3.93)

FIG. 4. Sketch of the axial–radial–circumferential (x–r–h) coordinates used for
data analyses.

FIG. 5. Circumferential-averaged axial wake velocity of the propeller operated
under the open-water condition obtained from the present simulations and experi-
ments. The axial locations are (a) x=R ¼ 0:328 and (b) x=R ¼ 0:951.

FIG. 6. Phase-averaged axial wake velocity of the propeller operated under the
open-water condition on the central x–y plane.
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downstream of the propeller, the high-speed wake diverges, occupying
an increasing area as the flow continues to move downstream, an
observation that is similar to the LES results of Ahmed et al.26

Following Ref. 26, the wake within 2D downstream of the propeller
center is defined as the near wake, and the remaining region where the
wake turns to diverge is defined as the far wake.

The above examination of the simulation results of the case
under open-water condition verifies the feasibility of applying the IB
method and LES to study the wake flows of propellers. In the follow-
ing, we focus on the influence of incident waves on the wake flow by
comparing the simulation results of cases in the environment of open-
water and incident waves.

IV. RESULTS

Before conducting a quantitative analysis of the turbulence statis-
tics, the flow features are qualitatively illustrated through the vortex

structures and wave surfaces in Figs. 8 and 9, respectively. The vortex
structures are visualized using the isosurface of the Q-criterion,53

which is defined as

Qv ¼ 1
2
ðkXijk2F þ kSijk2FÞ; (16)

where Xij is the vorticity tensor. Figure 8 shows that spiral vortex
structures are formed at the tip of the propeller. The vortices are desta-
bilized downstream and break into smaller vortex structures due to
the disturbance of the turbulent motions in the wake. At further
downstream locations, the wave surface is disturbed by the propeller
wake. This disturbance signal is stronger at downstream locations. As
shown in Fig. 9, the propeller hardly affects the elevation of water sur-
face in the upstream. The disturbance of the propeller to the water sur-
face starts from x¼ 0. The water elevation above the wake flow
decreases slightly due to the low-pressure behind the propeller, and
this descent effect expands in the spanwise direction as the flow moves
downstream.

Figure 10 compares the vertical profiles of phase-averaged axial
velocity at the central span of the propeller for cases under open-water
condition and with incident waves. As shown in Fig. 10(a), the
middle-part of axial velocity in the near-wake region is highly

FIG. 7. Phase-averaged axial wake velocity of the propeller operated under the
open-water condition at different axial sections.

FIG. 8. Instantaneous vortex structures visualized using the iso-surface of QvD2 =U2 ¼ 40 for the case with incident waves. The vortices are colored by the axial velocity.

FIG. 9. Contours of instantaneous water elevation h� hin for the case with inci-
dent waves.
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consistent in the two cases. This observation indicates that the water
surface imposes little influence on the near-wake of the mainstream
region of the propeller. At x=D ¼ 0:2, the gray shadow represents the
solid domain of the hub. At x=D ¼ 0:4, the flow is immediately
behind the hub, where the velocity is relatively low due to blockage
effect of the hub. To keep the velocity scale consistent with other loca-
tions, the velocity less than 0:8U is clipped in the figure. Figure 10(b)
shows that, in the far-wake region, the axial velocity gradually becomes
symmetric along the centerline, indicating that the wake flow is fully
developed. The velocities near the water surface under the case with
incident waves are different from the open-water condition in both
the near-wake region and the far-wake region.

To clarify the influence of surface waves on the mean axial veloc-
ity, we compare the variation in velocity along the axial direction for
two cases in Fig. 11. The results are shown at the central span of the
propeller and at two different elevations, i.e., y=D ¼ 60:55. From Fig.
11(a), in the near-wake region, the wave effect accelerates the axial
velocity and shifts the velocity phase downstream at y=D ¼ 0:55. The
wave effect does not reach a deeper location in the near-wake region.
As a result, the mean velocity exhibits almost no difference in the two
cases for x=D < 2:0 in Fig. 11(b). The above observations, including
the phase-lag phenomenon above the propeller, were also reported by
Di Mascio et al.32 in their study of the turbulent wake of a propeller
operated under a flat inflow surface at a high advance coefficient. The
mechanism underlying the phase-lag phenomenon of the mean axial
velocity above the propeller is not conclusive in the literature. Here, we
attempt to provide a plausible explanation. When the free surface is
present, the high-velocity slip-stream region generates low pressure
and causes the decrease in the water elevation over the propeller. As
such, the cross section area is reduced, which further leads to the

acceleration of the axial velocity because of mass conservation. As a
result, the convection velocity above the propeller is slightly higher
than that in an open-water environment. This results in the phase-lag
behavior as shown in Fig. 11(a). In the far-wake region, the effect of
incident waves reach a larger water depth. As shown in Fig. 11(b), the
velocity at y=D ¼ �0:55 also shows difference between the two cases.

Figure 12 compares the TKE along the axial direction at y=D
¼ 60:55 and at the central span of the propeller for cases under

FIG. 10. Vertical profiles of phase-averaged
axial velocity in the (a) near-wake region and
(b) far-wake region at the central span of the
propeller for cases under open-water condi-
tion and with incident waves.

FIG. 11. Phase-averaged axial velocity along the axial direction at the central span
of the propeller and at two different elevations: (a) y=D ¼ 0:55 and (b) y=D
¼ �0:55 for cases under open-water condition and with incident waves.
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open-water condition and with incident waves. In the near-wake
region, the peak TKE occurs quasi-periodically. At y=D ¼ 0:55, the
presence of waves induces a phase-lag effect on the location of peak
TKE, but this effect is not apparent at y=D ¼ �0:55. In the far-wake

region, the breakup of the wake vortex makes the flow more irregular,
and the quasi-periodical distribution of peak TKE becomes less appar-
ent. Overall, the TKE magnitude with incident waves is larger than
that under open-water.

Figure 13 shows the circumferential-averaged radial profile of
TKE. In the near-wake region, as shown in Fig. 13(a), the profiles of
TKE under the open-water condition and with incident waves are
highly consistent. From Fig. 13(b), in the far-wake region, the TKE
magnitude with incident waves is larger than that under the open-
water condition, particularly between r=D ¼ 0:35 and r=D ¼ 0:55.
This can be attributed to the fact that the wake is less stable in the far-
wake region and is therefore more readily disturbed by the effect of
waves.

To further analyze the influence of incident waves on the TKE in
the propeller wake, we examine the PSD in the frequency space at six
monitoring points on the central span. The results for the case with a
flat inflow surface are also shown for comparison. Figure 14 shows the
locations of these monitoring points. The points are located at three
axial locations, x=D ¼ 0:5; x=D ¼ 1:0, and x=D ¼ 2:0, and two
radial locations, r=D ¼ 0 and r=D ¼ 0:5. The time series of velocity
were recorded at these points. A fast Fourier transform with a 50%
overlapping Hanning window was then applied to obtain the PSD.
The results for three operation conditions are compared in Fig. 15.

At all six locations, a region with a slope of f �5=3 can be identi-
fied, indicating that the turbulent inertial subrange is resolved. This
verifies that the present simulations satisfy the requirement of LES. At

FIG. 12. Turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) along the axial direction at the central
span of the propeller and at two different vertical locations: (a) y=D ¼ 0:55 and (b)
y=D ¼ �0:55 for cases under open-water condition and with incident waves.

FIG. 13. Circumferential-averaged TKE in
the (a) near-wake region and (b) far-wake
region of the propeller for cases under
open-water condition and with incident
waves.
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points MP1, MP2, and MP3 along the horizontal line y=D ¼ 0:5, the
energy corresponding to the blade passage frequency fblade is rela-
tively high due to the periodic shedding of tip vortices in all three
cases. Compared to the open-water condition, the presence of free
surface enhances the energy at frequencies lower than fblade. This
enhancement effect is stronger with incident waves than with a flat
inflow surface. Among the three monitoring points, the enhance-
ment effect of free surface on the PSD at low frequencies is most
significant at MP2, where the water elevation drops under the
influence of low pressure (Fig. 9). This phenomenon of an increase
in low-frequency energy is related to the energy gained by the pro-
peller wake from the motion of free surface and incident waves. As
the wake flows downstream from point MP2 to MP3, the energy
enhancement effect shifts to higher frequencies. As shown in Fig.
15(c), the magnitudes of PSD at low frequencies become close to
each other for f < fblade for different cases, whereas the PSD is
enhanced because of the presence of free surface at larger frequen-
cies for f � fblade. This indicates that there exists nonlinear interac-
tion between the free surface motion and the wake flow, which
transports TKE from low frequencies to high frequencies. In con-
trast to the three points MP1–MP3 close to the water surface, the
PSD at the three deeper points MP4–MP6 remains almost
unchanged under the influences of free surface.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In the present study, the LES framework was applied to study
the turbulent wake of a propeller operating beneath incident
waves. The air–water interface and propeller surface were captured
using the CLSVOF and IB methods, respectively.

To quantify the effects of incident waves on the turbulent wake, a
reference case of a propeller in open-water without incident waves was
examined. This case was also used to validate the capability of the pre-
sent numerical method in capturing the complex geometry of the pro-
peller. Compared with the experimental results, the errors of the LES
scheme in the thrust and torque coefficients were found to be less than
5%. The LES also captured the slip-stream contraction phenomenon
of the propeller wake.

By comparing the turbulent statistics for cases under the environ-
ment of open-water and incident waves, it is discovered that in the
near-wake region, the effect of free surface on the mean axial velocity
and TKE is confined to the near-surface region. The existence of inci-
dent waves leads to acceleration of the wake flow near the water sur-
face. Furthermore, both the mean axial velocity and TKE show a
quasi-periodic distribution in the axial direction, and the waves induce
a phase-lag effect on their peaks. At larger depths, the effect of waves
on the near-wake flow is almost negligible. In the far-wake region, the
turbulent wake is destabilized, and the effect of waves on the turbu-
lence statistics becomes more significant. PSD analysis shows that the
effect of waves on the TKE is initiated at low frequencies, close to the
frequency of the waves. As the wake flows downstream, nonlinear
interactions between the wave-induced motion and turbulent fluctua-
tions in the wake transfer energy from low frequencies to high fre-
quencies. As such, the effect of waves on the TKE becomes more
significant in the far-wake region.

It should be noted that this paper investigates only the influence
of incident waves on the turbulent wakes of a propeller. In the future,
the effects of various parameters need to be examined systematically.
This includes the ratio of the wavelength to the propeller size, sub-
merging depth, and advance coefficients.

FIG. 14. Monitoring points of the power spectral density (PSD).

FIG. 15. PSD of kinetic energy at (a)
MP1, (b) MP2, (c) MP3, (d) MP4, (e)
MP5, and (f) MP6.
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